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Tao Wells’ The Now Festival of Tao, a subtle install of Taco Bells' works in four outdoor locations
in Wakefield, may be happening on the 20th December 2015.
Robinson grew up somewhere in the north of England.
With a pocketful of apostrophes and a heart full of hope, Mic Dover joins the rear-guard action
against toxic churnalism.
John Roughan makes Art™, rescues babies from burning buildings and in 2014 he won the
Duchamp Award for his work "Blinking Backwards."
This year Elli Yates is fossicking for pumice at Ōwhiro Bay and learning more about D&D than
she once thought possible or desirable.
The identity of author of The Fields remains unknown. However, the main suspect is believed to
be a Caucasian male of average height and medium to heavy build, late 30s to early 40s, with a
fondness for peppermint tea and endives.
Watercoloured is an Arts Council Nelson initiative and is printed with assistance from a
Creative Communities Scheme grant. A quarterly publication, the next issue of Watercoloured
will appear in December. Watercoloured encourages submissions. For essay or project proposal
pitches please email: watercolourednelson@gmail.com
Editor Nicholas Haig
Contact: watercoloured.nelson@gmail.com
Online: watercolourednelson.wordpress.com

The opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect the views of the Arts
Council Nelson.
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Leave Art Jingle
Tao Wells
Leave Art,
or stay there
kick the tyres
Everything going
to the franchise
above the door
your head,
heart
your love.
Different car
same shit fuel
leave art
Be better than a preconceived loop
don’t aim to be a member of a groups
economic determinist oppression
See the values that inspire you hung on telephone poles,
out side your window saying;
“Special” , “For sale”
Or
Be the art of something.
Choose your word.
Everything art and everyone an artist
Be a better artist
be vulnerable
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Four Photographs (6.6; 9.1; 3.3; 12.14) and Eighteen
or so Sentences on Photography1
Robinson
1. The dumbness of a photograph matters as much as its ability to speak. Your
dumbness matters more than your ability to speak.
2. The hucksterism of photographs matters as much as their muteness.
3. Photography is hypertrophic - it fattens. Objectification is inescapable?
4. Photography cannot secure the integrity of its subject any more than it can satisfy
the need to touch or taste. Securing the integrity/legitimacy of the subject is the myth
we all labour under/toward.
5. Forget photographs, write poems.
6. A photograph that refuses to market anything but its own complexities is perverse.
Perversion is bliss? A photograph that refuses to market anything but its own
complexities is masochistic. Masochism is bliss?
7. Vincenz Serrano said that ‘a refusal of past fixities is a refusal of present and future
foreclosures.’ How do you begin to refuse past fixities?
8. The photograph does not fix but does objectify?
9. Pascal (apparently) said that there are ‘Two errors; one, to take everything literally;
two, to take everything spiritually.’ But what if you take everything literally and
spiritually? Is the error doubled or transcended?
10. The only images that remain interesting are the ones that produce or evoke myths.
11. A photographer in doubt will.
12. Ambivalence does not, in the Freudian story, mean mixed feelings, it means
opposing feelings.
13. On doing violence to your subject: how much?
14. Irony may be applied in homeopathic doses. Homeopathy may be applied in ironic
doses.
15. To see was to take light and shape it into something that was never there.
16. Tyranny requires simplification. Resist simplification.
17. How to balance the need for slogans of incitement while resisting tyrannical
simplification?
18. Texas. Daniel Buren. Rocks Road. A flat in Berlin. Wet fatty pan. Corsica.

I believe that Robinson has stolen or adapted many of these lines from Torbjørn Rødland
(Ed.)
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Who the **** is Jeremy Corbyn?
A guide for mildly interested Kiwis

Mic Dover

Four things you should know right away about Jeremy Corbyn:
1. He's a vegetarian, teetotal, bike-riding socialist with a beard and an oldage pension.
2. If you sit down opposite him on a train, he'll probably offer you one of his
sandwiches, from the lunch box in his man bag.
3. He's the new leader of the UK Labour Party, elected with a bigger majority
than Tony Blair managed in 1994.
4. He could be the new Margaret Thatcher. (But in a good way)
I was recently lucky enough to spend a couple of winter months in the Northern
Hemisphere, away from the cold, deserted streets of Nelson - 12,000 miles from that
slough of despond we call July and August. While in England, my summer reading was
'The Establishment: And How They Get Away With It' by Owen Jones, a 31 year old left
wing journalist. The book is a political whodunit but none of it is made up. It's a mustread for anyone interested in the shadowy and ruthless personalities who helped give
birth to/nurture the neo-liberal* political/economic project that we all live under
today.
The book is the story of how a few, virtually unknown mavericks helped turn what was
considered unthinkable wackiness in 1970 into unassailable (?) common sense in
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2015. Jones not only names names, he searches out these people and (if they are still
alive) interviews them. The candidness of these interviewees is so breathtaking you
want to buy a copy for everyone you know with the slightest interest in changing the
kind of world we live in.
So what has all that to do with Jeremy Corbyn? Just that, to be reading this book in
England while the Labour Party Leadership election was running its course, was one
of those convergences that provide endless positive feedback loops. As you may know,
Labour were trashed in Britain's general election last May. When Labour leader Ed
Miliband resigned, Jeremy Corbyn was asked by luminaries of the left to throw his hat
into the leadership election ring as a token candidate, so that the left was at least
represented and could take part in the debates on the future of the party. Nobody
thought for a second he had the remotest chance of even making the second round of
voting.
Post-election post-mortems were suggesting that potential Labour voters were scared
off by the prospect of Labour having to rely for a working majority on the rampant SNP
(Scottish Nationalist Party), coupled with fear of what that would do to the economy.
Labour's “Austerity-Lite” stance was a non-runner compared with the Tories’ negative
campaign tactics designed by Australian lobbying firm Crosby Textor – the same
company that advises the National Party here, of course.
As it turned out in May, the pollsters got the result completely wrong and the Tories,
half expecting to lose, instead found themselves with an outright majority of 12. It was
the biggest election shock since Winston Churchill’s defeat in 1945 – but it hasn't taken
long for the victors to enter a triumphalist legislative frenzy. All ideological bets are
back on, with the privatisation of the National Health Service and widespread planning
approvals of fracking*, just the beginning.
On June 17, Corbyn entered the leadership election race as a 100/1 outsider. These
odds shortened as the first TV interviews take place, as Corbyn's gentle, genial
interview style went down well, as did his policies which include renationalisation of
the railways and energy companies, measures to address the housing crisis, increased
public investment in banks, infrastructure, education and health.
Then in July a crucial moment: Acting Labour leader Harriet Harman caused a major
rift by recommending her MPs abstain rather than vote against Tory welfare cuts. The
bill proposed cuts of a staggering NZ$26 billion, an amount they consistently denied
throughout the election campaign. The bill was passed by 308 votes to 124. The
decision by Her Majesty's Official Opposition to abstain on such a controversial bill
produced an explosive reaction. Corbyn’s leadership opponents followed the party
line, but Jeremy voted against the bill. Within 3 days, a private Labour polling put him
in the lead for the first time in the campaign. Two days later, Westminster is left reeling
as the first public YouGov poll confirms Labour's fears - Corbyn had a 17-point lead.
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Party heavyweights and grandees queued up to put the boot in, Tony Blair saying,
“People voting for Mr Corbyn with their hearts should 'get a heart transplant'.”
But this had the opposite effect of
that intended, as the anti-Blairites
become even more determined to
take the party in a new direction.
Corbyn’s campaign was helped by
a surge in new members and
supporters who paid three
pounds to take part in the vote,
leading to a tripling of those
eligible, to about 550,000 people.
Throughout the campaign, Corbyn
addressed packed rallies and
halls, where he had to give
speeches outside the buildings to
crowds gathered in the street.
Britain hadn't seen grass roots
political activists turn out in such
numbers for mainstream political
meetings in years.
In early August, Corbyn attracted
2,500 people to one of the biggest
of his 99 nationwide rallies. Social
media (predominantly young
people, previously turned off by
mainstream politics) was heavily
backing Corbyn, helped by
influential people like Owen Jones
(see above) and Russell Brand (who has 10 million Twitter followers).
On Aug 19, Brand ironically gabbled, “This Jeremy Corbyn, he’s mad isn’t he, with his
railing against austerity and being against the Iraq war – which we definitely should
have done – and being against bombing Syria and opposing benefit caps and warning
against the dangers of immigration controls and wanting to scrap Trident and wanting
to provide free education for young British people and challenging sexism and thinking
half of MPs should be women and that the Cabinet should be elected and believing in
renationalising energy companies and rail so that they can be correctly regulated in
harmony with the ecology, and wanting to bring in rent controls in London and build
240,000 more homes each year and reduce the deficit with a progressive tax and
reintroduce 50% higher rate tax for high earning people and disagree with the
monarchy but saying he won’t fight it. What an absolute lunatic.”
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The next day, 40 leading economists, including David Blanchflower, a former adviser
to the Bank of England, made public their support for Jeremy Corbyn’s policies,
dismissing claims that they are extreme, in a major boost to the left winger’s campaign.
The economists wrote, “The accusation is widely made that Jeremy Corbyn and his
supporters have moved to the extreme left on economic policy. But this is not
supported by the candidate’s statements or policies. His opposition to austerity is
actually mainstream economics, even backed by the conservative IMF. He aims to
boost growth and prosperity.”
On September 12, the “unthinkable” happened and Jeremy Corbyn was elected leader
of the British Labour party, in a stunning first-round victory that dwarfed even the
mandate for Tony Blair in 1994. During his three decades in parliament, Corbyn has
spent much of his time supporting causes such as the Stop the War coalition,
campaigning against the PFI (Private Finance Initiative) [a funding mechanism dreamt
up by Blair's Labour government that has enfeebled National Health Service funding]
and supporting peace efforts in the Middle East. Although 20 years older than his
rivals, his ability to appeal to idealistic young people, excited by his anti-austerity
message and rejection of decades-long orthodoxies, also took the Westminster
establishment by surprise and marked him out from his opponents. In an era of sharp
suits and career politicians, Corbyn immediately stood out from the crowd with his
trademark t-shirt and shirt combo – enhancing his air of authenticity.
Corbyn is not a great orator nor is he a young anti-austerity firebrand like Greece's
Alexis Tsipras. Like Democrat Bernie Sanders in the US, Corbyn may just be a protest
vote from an electorate fed up with the status quo. But the voices of dissension are not
only growing but increasing in academic and political credibility.
Alongside the 40 world economists backing Corbyn’s policies, American economist
Paul Robin Krugman, Distinguished Professor of Economics at the Graduate Center of
the City University of New York, and an op-ed columnist for The New York Times wrote
recently about ‘The Austerity Delusion’, saying, “The case for cuts was a lie. Why does
Britain still believe it?”
Add to that, the growing anti-neoliberal bookshelf starting to strain under the weight
of books like Jones' 'The Establishment: And How They Get Away With It', Capital in
the Twenty-First Century' by French economist Thomas Piketty, The Spirit Level: Why
More Equal Societies Almost Always Do Better' by Richard G. Wilkinson and Kate
Pickett, 'PostCapitalism' by Paul Mason, 'Wealth and New Zealand' by Max Rashbrooke
and more, is there really a growing gravitational pull affecting the political tide and
pulling the Overton Window** back to the left?
These are strange times when you have US Democrat Presidential contender, Hilary
Clinton, not only coming out against the TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) (signed by a
Democrat president, don’t forget) but also the NRA (National Rifle Association). In
perhaps our wildest dreams, Corbyn’s victory does have an uncanny (laterally11

inverted) similarity to 1975's set of circumstances – when the seemingly unelectable
Margaret Thatcher claimed the leadership of the Conservatives. You might recall what
happened next.
The great success of the neo-liberal project has been its ability to persuade the poor
and middle class that it is in their economic interest, despite the fact that most of the
wealth has gone to the top 1%. Social mobility has worsened, especially in the most
neo-liberal states (e.g. the US) and in those countries where austerity policies have
been implemented (e.g. Greece or the UK). No doubt with the help of their mentors in
common, Crosby Textor, National here and the Tories in the UK, have rewritten history
to their advantage.
Through endless repetition of a carefully constructed narrative, most voters actually
believe the global economic crisis was caused by “record-beating spend-ups” by
previous Labour governments not, as is clearly the case, criminal, unregulated and
unpunished bankers and financial sector managers. You would never hear Blairites
express it this way, even if they know in their hearts it is true, because they must never
be seen as “anti-business”. Corbyn has no problem laying the blame at the bankers'
doors.
He has shocked career politicians by stating that, if he was prime minister, he would
never use Trident, Britain's nuclear submarine. Trident is due to be replaced in 2016
by a new generation of nuclear weapons that would cost over NZ$200 billion – so much
for austerity. Hundreds of people have joined CND (Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament) since Corbyn's election. The former London mayor Ken Livingstone
says Corbyn’s election has rejuvenated politics beyond the Labour party. “After the
years of the Thatcher/Blair tyranny, I think people realise that they can have an
influence in politics again; it is worth getting involved, whether it is environmental
groups, CND or the Labour party,” he said.
Unlike the politicians who have turned off the electorate, Corbyn does not tack to win
votes. He did not, unlike the candidate Julian Barnes described in his New Yorker essay
on the 1992 general election campaign, greet the prospective voter with a cheery:
“Hello, I’m standing for election and these are my principles – but if you don’t like them,
I have others.” Instead, Corbyn said: “I’m standing for election and these are my
principles – I’ve had them for 50 years and I don’t have any others.”
His first big test comes on December 3, in a by-election in the northern English town
of Oldham, which has a high proportion of immigrant residents. Traditionally a safe
Labour seat, the by-election is being presented by the media (and the right-wing antiimmigration, anti-Europe party UKIP) as a referendum on Jeremy Corbyn’s 'north
London, trendy hard-left' politics. UKIP's campaign strategy is based around
presenting Corbyn as a leader who wants “complete freedom of movement” and to
scrap immigration limits.
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So is there anything to learn from
all this for the New Zealand Left?
Clearly, we have a very different
situation here because the Right
has one of the most popular
leaders in New Zealand's political
history. In the UK, Prime Minister
David Cameron is not that well
liked, even by his own party.
Labour's problem here is similar
to UK Labour's in the 1980s: a
seemingly invincible opponent
(Thatcher) and lack of a
charismatic leader (until Blair
arrived in the 1990s) to go up
against her. Key is hardly
charismatic but he shares
Thatcher's populist tendencies,
and unlike her, has yet to go barmy
and introduce something as hated
as a poll tax.
Has anyone even noticed Jeremy
Corbyn here? Well right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater has, look
at this lot from just six weeks of his
Whale Oil blog:
Jeremy Corbyn elected Labour Leader in UK.
Sep 12
Ok so now Corbyn is leader, what happens next? Sep 14, 2015
UK Labour channelling Malcolm Tucker. Sep 18, 2015
Has Jeremy Corbyn killed Labour? Sep 20, 2015
Corbyn’s new vegan shadow minister wants to treat meat eaters like smokers.
Sep 25, 2015
Corbyn: 9/11 was “manipulated” to make it look like Osama Bin Laden was responsible.
Sep 27, 2015
What does Corbyn’s election mean for the Labour party? Oct 5, 2015
Jeremy Corbyn’s close links to IRA outed. Oct12, 2015
UK Labour broke, but Corbyn thinks a few sausage sizzles will raise millions.
Oct26, 2015
The election of Andrew Little, the candidate with the biggest union support, was seen
here as a move to the right, away from Cunliffe on the left. In New Zealand, we basically
have a Blairite-lite (Blairlite?) Labour party which believes the political centre ground
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is where elections are won and lost. The UK Blairites would point to David Cunliffe’s
defeat as clear evidence that moving to the left is always punished by the electorate.
Little's abandonment of capital gains tax is a clear sign that pragmatism, not ideology,
is the name of the game for Labour. Yet National have copied the UK Tories in cherrypicking Labour policies that attract some popular support, rebranding them and
presenting them as their own. Thanks to Cunliffe's lack of homework on Labour's
capital gains tax policy, Key was able to wrong-foot his opponent on prime TV and
portray a capital gains tax as the end of the world as we know it.
Yet within 6 months of the election, as the Auckland property market went silly,
National announced new measures to tax capital gains on residential property, a
classic example of stealing your enemy's thunder. From last month, anyone selling a
residential property that is not their main home within two years of purchasing will
face tax on the capital gain. Is this National interfering in the market and introducing a
capital gains tax? Well, yes, but slippery Key says, “Of course not, this is just a tidy up
of the tax laws."
Could a grassroots movement like Corbyn’s spring up here? Probably it would take a
fourth successive election defeat for Labour to possibly create the necessary level of
despair - plus a charismatic new leader to capitalise on the resulting feelings of
hopelessness. Little’s recent decision to extend the tenure of Annette King as deputy
leader, rather than promoting someone like rising star Jacinda Adern, felt like a
backward step. The way Key ran rings round Little over the Red Peak flag fiasco is also
worrying for Labour. The next 12 months will be very interesting; the Little
honeymoon will be well and truly over and if he can't get any traction in the opinion
polls, where does Labour go next?
Jeremy Corbyn (Jez or Jezza as some young supporters call him) would seem to have
as much chance as Nicky Hagar of being taken seriously here. This was brought home
to me recently in The Free House pub when a cask of Townshend's JC IPA was tapped
and readied for the customers. It is the habit of the staff to choose a different “JC” name
each time it comes on tap, such as Johnny Cash IPA, Jeremy Clarkson IPA or Jackie Chan
IPA, you get the picture.
But here was I, freshly-landed from the UK with my Jezza badge on, suggesting Jeremy
Corbyn IPA – only to be greeted with general derision. But for once, I got my way and
for several hours had the pleasure of hearing customers ask, “I'll have a pint of Jeremy
Corbyn, please!”
Now doesn't that statement have a pleasing ring to it?

* Neo-liberalism is a term whose usage and definition have changed over time. Since
the 1980s, the term has been used by scholars primarily in reference to the resurgence
of 19th century ideas associated with laissez-faire economic liberalism. Beginning in
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the 1970s and 1980s, its advocates supported extensive economic liberalisation
policies such as privatisation, fiscal austerity, deregulation, free trade, and reductions
in government spending in order to enhance the role of the private sector in the
economy. Neo-liberalism is famously associated with the economic policies introduced
by Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom and Ronald Reagan in the United States.
The transition of consensus towards neoliberal policies and the acceptance of neoliberal economic theories in the 1970s are seen by some academics as the root of
financialisation, with the financial crisis of 2007–08 one of the ultimate results.
In the 1960s, usage of the term "neo-liberal" heavily declined. When the term was
reintroduced in the 1980s in connection with Dictator Augusto Pinochet’s economic
reforms in Chile, the usage of the term had shifted. It had not only become a term with
negative connotations employed principally by critics of market reform, but it also had
shifted in meaning from a moderate form of liberalism to a more radical and laissezfaire capitalist set of ideas. Scholars now tended to associate it with the theories of
economists Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman. Once the new meaning of neoliberalism was established as a common usage among Spanish-speaking scholars, it
diffused directly into the English-language study of political economy. Scholarship on
the phenomenon of neo-liberalism has been growing. The impact of the global 200809 crisis has also given rise to new scholarship that critiques neo-liberalism and seeks
developmental alternatives. (Wikipedia Nov 2015)
** Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, is a controversial technique designed to recover
gas and oil from shale rock. Interestingly, in a development that could be right out of
Owen's book, the UK media are investigating the lobbying influence of Crosby Textor
chief Lynton Crosby (known in Britain as The Lizard of Oz) as his company also
represents the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association, an oil
and gas lobby group campaigning aggressively for...fracking.
*** The Overton window is a term used by American media pundits to describe the
current range of ideas that the public will accept. The term derives from its originator,
Joseph P. Overton, a former vice president of the Mackinac Center for Public Policy,
who claimed that an idea's political viability depends mainly on whether it falls within
it, rather than on politicians' individual preferences. His degrees of acceptance of
public ideas range from unthinkable via radical to acceptable to sensible to popular to
current policy.
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The Voice of Urban Art Unmasked
John Roughan Interviews Derrick Hubris, AKA Spanxy.

John Roughan: So, the name, how did you come up with it? It’s genius.
Derrick Hubris: Well, basically I was doing street art anonymously, just around my
neighbourhood, like outside of my house and backyard. I was really inspired by other
street artists I saw on the internet, mostly Banksy. I loved his work and wanted to carry
his message but with my own twist. One day I was out in the yard spray painting mice
on the fence and I heard someone behind me. I panicked. Turned out it was a cat. But I
knew I had to do something.
JR: That was close.
DH: Yeah! It became evident that if I was to have any success in street art I was gonna
have to go covert, this is where spanx come in. So my mum wears these things called
spanx, they kinda suck up all the fat and stuff and make it look like you’re not as lumpy
it... hard to explain, it’s like duct tape for cellulite.
JR: Oh I know what they are. (It was at this point I lifted my shirt to reveal my secret gut
hugger, and we exchanged a nod of understanding. It was now I felt that a bond was
being formed here between me and my hero.) Sorry continue.
DH: Yeah you got it, you know what I mean, my man, a spanker. That's what I call my
followers “spankers”. So I got off track, long story short I formed a kinda luchador
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spanx mask. It was then I felt like I had a real moment, it was like I had moved from
being a guy who likes street art to a fully formed street art hero. Spanxy was born.
JR: Wow. That is an incredible story. So you touched on what inspired you a little bit,
care to expand?
DH: Yeah sure, like I said I saw a lot of my favourite street artists on the internet, and
I was making memes and chatting in forums about them. Then one day I thought “hey
Derrick, you could do this, you are a talented guy who has a thirst for adventure”. So I
just went out and started doing it.
JR: So your signature was “mice” they became an icon. Whenever I see one of those
spray painted mice I think “yeah, revolution.” How do you come up with this stuff?
DH: Oh gosh, oh wow, how does anyone come up with anything, where do ideas come
from? Like we are just conduits for a higher force, creativity just gets funnelled through
us. I don't really know where these things come from. That said, Banksy used rats all
over London when he started out, and like I mentioned I wanted to carry his message
with my own unique twist. Mice seemed like a natural progression. After that I started
putting speech bubbles next to them, for example outside McDonald’s I placed a mouse
with a speech bubble saying “Bad Burger”. Another example is the “Bad Gas” mouse
next to the Shell service station. I think that by doing this people who are eating
burgers, or getting fuel really stop and think. Initially they think “wow that is a pretty
cool mouse, like really creative and groovy, I bet who made that is a really interesting
dude” but after that they think “whoa, like yeah, this burger isn't good for me, sure it’s
like fuel for my body but fuel is gas and gas isn't good either like that other mouse is
saying, I really think I should reconsider my lifestyle from now on”. I mean I just do my
bit, my humble art carries a powerful message that I’m positive will instigate incredible
lasting change in people’s lives and the environment.
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JR: Wow, I’m gonna have to take a minute to just take that all in. That's just like exactly
what I thought, it was a little bit scary hearing you articulate it like that. Eerie. So what
made you come out of anonymity?
DH: The mask was for the thrill of it, and protection. I aspired to become a symbol to
people, like batman. I was pretty much Batman, but after a while I felt alone and needed
to expand as an artist. The street art is one thing but the whole persona become a thing
unto itself. I did not expect the fame, but I wasn't afraid of it, I worked hard and I
thought it was time for Derrick Hubris to come out and say “hello world, here I am!”
JR: So is this the end of Spanxy?
DH: Oh dear lord no, the work is out there and it is expanding, I'm doing installations
now and I have a whole crew working with me, Spanxy is no longer just me.
JR: Phew, that's good to know. You mentioned installation, are you referring to the Ice
Scream truck”?
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DH: You got it! Absolutely, it was a real challenge but I loved every second of it. I put
many hours and sweat into that project and I am happy with how it turned out.
JR: For people who don't already know would you care to share a little bit more about
your public exhibit?
DH: Absolutely, so basically I was walking to work and saw a truck and thought “yeah
trucks are great” and then the creative juices really just started flowing. I paused and
it came to me, just blasted right out of my mind and onto paper. I put the pieces
together and drew some sketches, called a few friends and me and the team set to
work. Now for those who do not already know the “Ice Scream Truck” is a play on
words, like “Ice Cream” but “Ice Scream”.
JR: Love it.
DH: Haha yeah, so anyway for me it was my unique take on commercialism and the
excesses of commodity culture. It was a big step for me. What we had was a small Ice
Cream truck, an old Mr Whippy thing and repainted, made it look good as new. My
team removed the tires and placed it under the church steps at the end of Trafalgar
Street. We repainted “Ice Cream” to read “Ice Scream” and left it there. The reaction
has been mostly positive. I think we really did something special.
JR: Good stuff. Are there any things we can look forward to from Spanxy/ Derrick?
DH: Yes, as well as installation I am branching out into art music and performance. Me
and my crew have started a band called “li'l Cuties.” Currently we are recording an
album called “Dinosaur Party Music for the Next Generation.” It’s going to only be
released on cassette tape. We are also going to put on impromptu concerts which
consist of my group and I donning black suits, the Spanxy masks and white gloves
preforming in shopping centres. They will be like flash mobs only we will be singing
the lyrics in sign language to my mate Dave beatboxing.
JR: Will all the album be in sign language?
DH: Yes. But the liner notes, which are some 300 pages at this stage will be part of the
package. Dave will be selling them outside Countdown when the record drops late
November.
JR: Well I want to pre-order my copy now! Well it has been an absolute pleasure
interviewing you, any final words of advice to aspiring artists?
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DH: At the end of the day when the chickens come to roast and all is said and done it
is what it is. Don't drink the cool aid, take time to take it up a level, touch base with
your peers and remember that actions speak louder than words. Make sure you have
an ace up your sleeve, all work and no play can make Jack a dull boy, just find your
voice and work hard. Basically, to be fair, the fact of the matter is you have to give
110%, you don't just talk the talk you have to walk the walk.
JR: Huh?
DH: um...
JR: It was at this point that Derrick gave me a strange look and waved his hands around
whispering “Street art will never die....buy my albummmmm”. He reached into his pocket
and produced a collection of pencils which he threw at the wall screaming “Art is for
everyone!” and ran out of the cafe.
It is said one should never meet your heroes, for your expectations might not be met. In
this case it was true, they were not met they were exceeded.
I left the cafe inspired, confident in the future and excited at the possibilities.
Art is for everyone.
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FTP, LOST KIDZ & FILTH: A Wellington Wall &
Territorial Resistance2
Elli Yates
…
“the exquisite prayer
to be new each day
brings to the artist
only a certain kneeness”
…
– FrankO’Hara (from Ode to Michael Goldberg)
Beneath a house I once lived in there is a concrete wall about twice my height. The wall
runs along one entire side of a basketball court, where students shoot hoops in the
evenings or play bike polo on Saturdays, where skaters build miniature ramps, kids
learn to balance without trainer wheels and people generally hang around waiting to
buy or sell drugs. On the other side of the wall is a car park used by residents of the
apartments that tower above. The wall, like all inner-city stretches of ‘commons’
architecture, has a history peppered with the remnants of public events, private
scuffles and always the danger, hanging in some unarticulated space, of demolition.
The wall was painted with a large mural in 2000, picturing the story of Whataitai and
Ngake, the brother taniwhas who fought and shaped Te Whangauni-a-Tara.3
When I began noticing the wall, its surface was peeling and patchy, the story
represented across it just visible in lines of azure and stretches of red paint. Tags
overlayed in ink or spray-paint covered sections of the mural, adding to the forlorn
state of a once-loved, now formally forgotten span of concrete. Over the months,
taggers used the wall to practice what became familiar to me as their signatures: the
elongated lines Lost Kidz put up, the smug FTP bubble letters, quirky fis4fun, nullnvoid,
Gunit and that Wellington virus tag, 1ove. Sometimes BMD put something up, providing
deft examples of what is possible if one keeps practicing. I perceived an anonymous
community evolving on the wall; a community less interested in pure aesthetics than
in the dynamics of watch, learn, practice and improve.

FTP, LOST KIDZ & FILTH: A Wellington Wall & Territorial Resistance originally appeared in the
catalogue accompanying the exhibition But I cannot wash it off etc., which occurred in March
2015 at the Refinery Artspace in Nelson.
3 ‘The Aro Valley Community Mural,’
http://www.danmillspaintings.com/murals/aro_mural.htm.
2
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Unfortunately, as a “profoundly middle-class city,” 4 Wellington wants to see its
‘subversive’ creativity displayed in particular ‘subversive’ places, and even then there
are permits and commissions to be sought. I think the Wellington consciousness too
often allows itself to be defined by self-delusion, hypocrisy and a certain affected
pretense when it comes to its baffling self-perception as the ‘artistic Capital’ of New
Zealand. This city boasts about its ‘graffiti culture’ (meaning domesticated ‘street-art’
that obeys the laws of private property protection), while that lexical sign of disorder
that graffiti has actually come to represent for so many is regarded as unseemly and
annoying. The kind of sympathetic attitudes towards taggers expressed by a local
shopkeeper (while the prolific tagging was a great pain to clean off, sometimes when
she has been scraping tagging off from her frosted window she has felt compassion for
the taggers – “oh well, it is a nice canvas,” she thought5) are ambivalent at best. And so,
it goes on. The wall below my house got painted over and painted over until it became
a mess of gold, red and black lines, curving and leaning into each other as they angled
for space. The push and pull of the dispossessed, or something like that.
One day I came home and the wall had been painted over entirely with green paint. An
ugly, industrial green that stretched out like a spreading fungus. I had a momentary
vision of the entire basketball court, neighbouring houses, towering apartments above
awash with green… greedy liquid penetrating our fence, our compost pit…congealing
in an ocean of paint over our tangled garden…convolvulus splattered…nasturtium
trapped in monochrome. Blinking hard, I surveyed in horror what struck me as a
colossal, gaping mistake.
A man working for the city council finished off one end of the wall with a roller, wiping
sweat from his upper lip and shaking his head at the Lost Kidz bomb disappearing
beneath that wolfish green. When I jumped the fence to ask him (with only a hint of
hysteria) what was happening, the look on his face said: a prayer for return. His eyes
were haunted; face tinged green; mouth firmly set. As he explained to me the necessity
of keeping public spaces ‘clean,’ I felt the hopelessness of the situation. When he
paused to say ruefully: “It’s just not art,” I almost felt sorry for him. He was cross and
we didn’t speak long, though he did smile apologetically when I closed my eyes, put my
thumbs into the sockets and asked him where he thought most bona-fide street artists
started?
The green depressed me. I chewed my meals slowly as I surveyed it from my window
each evening in the dying light, waiting for someone, anyone, to arrive and disrupt.
Some community notices went up in chalk. 1ove ventured a forlorn tag. Next day, the
same council worker was back, crosser than before and accompanied by a female
colleague. She looked at me sharply when I told her she was wasting her time – the
Geoff Stahl, Media Studies lecturer at Victoria University, quoted in David Smith, ‘The Art of
Urban Emroidery,’ http://salient.org.nz/2010/09/the-art-of-urban-embriodery/
5 Bethany Pearson, ‘Photo Essay: the graffiti of Aro Valley can polarise,’ Newswire.co.nz.,
http://www.newswire.co.nz/2013/12/photo-essay-graffiti-aro-valley-can-polarise/
4
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words would be back – and that I knew it wasn’t her call, but wasn’t there something
more constructive to be done? The following day FTP graced the wall in black, followed
by a trickle of anonymous and illegible tags that were swiftly covered over in green.
The game went on. And on. It became new each day. Each morning there was
something else, something strange and curving and sometimes offensive. These were
acts of territorial resistance – the people v. the public, Wellington style.
Some weeks later I opened the curtains to find the wall covered mostly in purple. Four
men, masked up and low riding, smoked cigarettes as they finished off what must have
been a hard day’s night. The green had been painted over with purple and silver words
– a real cosmic feel – that strung together to spell Lost Kidz across its entire surface.
The effect was mesmerising – orbs and shooting stars in pastel shades sprayed at
intervals between three dimensional letters. The men looked up as I left the house,
yelling “nice work!” over my shoulder. I doubt they grasped the profundity of my
gratitude.
The following week, the wall was all green again. My sense of hopelessness, punctuated
fleetingly by aesthetic contentment, was back and heavier than before. The green wall
haunted my consciousness; it consumed my mealtimes until I retreated, ashamed, into
the recesses of the kitchen. It kept me up past bedtime, watching and waiting at the
shadowy window. It dominated my dreams – a block of colour to come up against over
and over and over again.
On my return to the house this year, I found the wall had been painted again with
colour, this time by a crew called filth. They deal in squared spirals, abstract forms and
messy drips. The colours are hot yellows and reds, and in the corner at the bottom
right, carefully put up in capitals are the words BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND. The
patterning and composition itself is playful, which seems fitting – if there was a game
(there remains an unnerving paranoia that this ongoing incident happened only in my
head), it’s clear, for the moment (and what else is there?) who’s won. The peace I made
with this tug-of-war game of paint-the-wall was it provided a basis from which to stir
things up. And with the stirring comes a desire for freshness; a desire made new each
time the surface changes. After all, it is everything stirring and mixing and conflicting
and emerging and fading and recalling and living and dwelling that provides the basis
for thought.
With this in mind, a prayer for newness seems like a relevant request to make of each
passing moment. Relevant because of the capacity we share as human beings, to wake
up for life. Wake up, that is, with all of our ‘selves’ (cells?) to what is happening around
and inside us. The prayer O’Hara refers to is addressed to these selves then, rather
than for newness itself. Newness is happening – each passing moment of existence is
just that – passing – and the artist is brought to her knees by the dazzling nature of it.
When the artist remembers to be awake for newness, there is an exquisite desire to
practice and repeat. But the being awake is so difficult, and sometimes so painful, there
must be a prayer – a solemn request for help – for the ability (sanity) to stay that way.
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Leaving a state of awake-ness to momentary preference (to be, or not to be) is out of
the question when it comes to artistic-practice; we need prayers to keep incentive
burning. The taggers outside my house provided an outward expression of the prayer
– the internal yelp – for novel experience.
I think the closest many of us come to realising this desired state of awake-ness (with
its capacity for receiving the data input of novel experience, for living in a state of
constant freshness) is to transcend our ‘normal’ consciousness, to trip out and loosen
up, opening the synapses so used to closure and fright. And then there is the question
of recall – historical awake-ness – that, as I peer back at the wall through the glass
cases of memory (which appear wide and cylindrical, and prone to cracking) strikes
me as a capricious ally, and I wonder with a sense of falling to my internal knees, what
will be thrown up next?
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The Fields
Anonymous
Sunnyside. Seaview. The Fields was one of those beautifully named refuges. It sounded
like a retirement village. Which in some respects it was. An old secondary school, it
had been repurposed as a Wellness Centre for the Terminally Antisocial. Down a wide
driveway lined with oak trees, it looked like the setting for an American horror movie.
Loose gravel and faded yellowing cigarette butts lined the car park.
I ended up there after the sudden death of my second wife. My first wife had committed
suicide seven years earlier. While dealing with the insurmountable grief and
heartache, I decided to go on a cruise. My first wife, Belinda, was from a wealthy family.
After she passed away, I was, in some senses, free. The life insurance was a hefty sum,
and I was not stupid with money.
While on-board The Princess of the Pacific I met Annie. A widow in her late thirties,
she proved the perfect tonic for my weary soul. We shared an understanding, and her
kind, patient nature helped me reset my compass. We returned to shore promising to
keep in touch.
Well, one thing led to another. We exchanged letters. She lived in a town several hours
drive from my home. We attended the odd show together. She introduced me to her
daughter, Marie. Within a year we were married, at a pretty little country church on a
blustery summer's day.
Annie's death shocked me. Not only because she chose a similar method to Belinda, my
first wife, but also because outwardly she had seemed so happy. Perhaps this is why I
fell under suspicion. Through a combination of clever legal manoeuvring from the
prosecution and a myopic judge, I ended up here in The Fields. I was deemed not guilty
by virtue of criminal insanity, but such a risk that I should be incarcerated for the rest
of my days.
There are 200 inmates at The Fields. The robot to staff ratio is 5 to 1, which is generous
by today's standards. Once a week we are permitted contact with the other inmates.
Recently I have made the acquaintance of a young fellow, Colin, in here for cyber
offences. On the outside he was involved in a sophisticated ticket scalping scheme. He
told me people will pay anything to be a part of history. A third victory on home soil
was all but guaranteed - why should he be denied his piece of the pie?
His story was shady at best. From what I could glean he was a self-taught computer
programmer. As a lifer, I gave him tips on the run of the place - how to stay out of
trouble, get an extra breakfast on Sundays, that type of thing.
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The robots at The Fields were so omnipresent at times you forgot they were there.
Cleaning, dispensing meals, suicide watch for the unhinged, they did it all. The staff
were only really there for induction and supervision.
I began to observe Colin's manner around the robots. His keen, inquisitive eyes saw
things I could not. My familiarity was with the staffing routines. I had been here before
the introduction of robots, and from what I could ascertain, staff hours were roughly
the same as what they were when I arrived. Two 12 hour shifts, with changeovers at
6am and 6 pm.
Colin and I discussed the reprogramming. Although not a simple task, it was well
within his skill set. To be honest he could have done it on his own, but my powers of
persuasion helped to convince him. I'm sure he had also heard the screams from the
North Wing. Tales of release were few. It seemed that the cast of 200 remained steady,
regardless of the regular tolling of funeral bells from the neighbouring chapel.
The time was agreed. I had made contact with the outside. During a routine check Colin
accessed internal security through the control panel of the robot checking him. Alarms
were triggered. Colin had activated a level 7 emergency notice opening the staff fire
escapes. We met in the cafeteria as agreed. The lights were flashing. The robots had
shut down automatically, standard response for a level 7. We left through the cafeteria
fire escape. Down two levels to the glass door to the driveway. The cameras would see
everything. Opening the door into the winter mist I saw the headlights in the distance.
The wire diamonds had been expertly cut. As we climbed through the fence the black
Mercedes waiting purred gently. We were away.
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On the Rich’s Right of Refusal to Obey the Law
Tao Wells

Collage, Tao Wells, 2005.

It seems to me that the real political task in a society such as ours is to criticise the
workings of institutions, which appear to be both neutral and independent; to criticise
and attack them in such a manner that the political violence which has always exercised
itself obscurely through them will be unmasked, so that one can fight against them.
– Michel Foucault, Chomsky-Foucault Debate, 1971
Universities
Did you hear about this department, an infrastructure, institution, some organisation
that has eight different branches in NZ alone. Hundreds of employees and is given
hundreds of millions of dollars by the NZ Government to care? Care about the issues
you and I are too exhausted to care about. Care about the details of complicated
arguments like democratic economic transparency, free speech and what not. Isn’t this
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fantastic news that they exist! Universities.
You are humbly being asked, University Fine Arts Staff, to do the job to which you are
legally bound. Openly promote the academic sponsorship of your work where it is
reasonable to assume that there is a mutual benefit going on. Be the standard you are
meant to uphold. Stop with the funeral music spin and join the rest of us in the real biz.
Don’t leave Auckland’s Jane Kelsey and Massey’s Mike Joy as the radical extremes,
when they are the universities middle ground. Demonstrated in the clear promotion
of their role as university employees. Do we need to be reminded of the job that these
two are doing? Imagine if our public artists were also up to the task, promoting their
privilege and taking responsibility for the role. This standard, Fine Arts, you have
dropped. Pick it up. Across the board raise the bar, this you are asked to do. It’s a job,
your job.
In contrast, five years ago,
my partner, a brave group
of volunteers and I
launched
“The
Beneficiary’s Office”, a full
frontal attack on the selfinterest vacuums in our
community, that a very lack
of visibility on issues like
democratic
economic
transparency have created.
Instead of departments
working for the betterment
of all NZers, we saw that
they had instead become a
hierarchical
tool
for
inflicting
pain,
misinformation and hate. I
wanted to see what a Public
Relations office might look
like if it actually worked on
behalf of its clients – the
public. For three weeks we
kept ourselves and our
stories in the mainstream
media, with little more than
being prepared and having
a plan. And despite the
numerous threats in media,
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two involving death, not one thug had the courage to turn up and see us.
But why should a beneficiary getting more public money to make art be such a turn
on? (and why would people want to turn on him?) It’s not like we don’t see this every
day, right? (Oh we don’t, that’s your point, maybe just the, “so rich I can afford to take
a hit” crew, but not the ordinary civil service types, paid to deliver a job. No they are
not allowed to be political unless its economic capitalistic hegemony, then you’re
guaranteed to keep your job right?).
Five years ago when the cameras left, then their nuttiness got murky. I spent a year
sitting on edge, with a psyche prepared to face a trial at the drop of barely a day’s
notice. There were two internal WINZ court cases, and one that seemed higher up. I
was expected to perform without notes the details of my case, all rendered in
authenticated emotional indignation. To defend myself I was worn deliberately out.
Without paid for legal support, against professional lawyers in an all pervasive
standard negative WINZ context, endorsed by mainstream media, where it was
considered fine to punish me for being on the dole and having a part time job, which
the “Beneficiary’s Office” was.
And when being offered yet another job caused WINZ to administer further sanctions
for what they considered an “interview fail”! I couldn’t help wonder about the other
end of the social pyramid where those culturally esteemed artists, people working on
the Govt. rag who appeared to have no laws governing their behaviour and certainly
no one appearing to enforce them, are allowed to behave. Here I was publicly exposed,
risking my sole means of support, for peanuts, for very little return, when, isn’t this
what the University employee is well paid to do, day in day out?
Who are these people? For five years I was amongst the ranks of the University Fine
Arts employees. I had a casual part time job, as a ‘visiting senior tutor’, that barred me
from any funding perks. So for me, no sponsored research projects, commodity
productions and publishing that the permanently staffed had access to (and would
complain about). My creative work outside my job assisted in my getting and retaining
employment, but it was un-captured as a commodity by the university. It didn’t
contribute to their bottom line. If it did, then I would, should, could have promoted ‘my
work’ as part of my accepted role as an employee of the university.
Turns out we do have laws that govern a university employee’s behaviour * and it
couldn’t be more important as the law defends their right to a whole range of niceties:
free speech and choice. The right to say and choose what you want while keeping your
boss happy is of national interest needing a national level discussion that all of us get
to see. And that could happen if art sponsored by the taxpayer was promoted
transparently and not just to the art crowd. This is what we did with the “Beneficiary’s
Office”, we made our public funding, our sponsorship and the ties that bind, visible. In
the front lines of Democracy that the general public have paid for, we have not had our
most talented voices with their shoulders to the wheel. Individual works may be
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critical, but without the picture being painted of a collective group existing, accepting
the role, these critical conversations don’t penetrate the broad strata of society. And a
vacuum is formed exactly where leadership is said to be and isn’t. The needless
suffering inflicted at the WINZ coal face, the welfare for the poor, is the flip side of what
the rich on welfare, the invisible University employee is carefully feeding.
* New Zealand Legislation, Education Act 1989 No 80 (as at 01 January 2012), Public
Act, Part 14 Establishment and disestablishment of tertiary institutions, 162,(4)a(5)

Blog Poster, Tao Wells, 2003.

The Role of the Arts in Universities
We have a standing army of symbol makers, image hackers and knowledge cranks who
are paid by a system that for the last 26 years has required that staff “accept a role, as
critic and conscience of society”. Now when this phrase has been heard, especially in
my experience of the last four years of my discussing it; emphasis has fallen on the
“critic and conscience” part. Which I have contended is of little relevance as it cannot
really be accurately measured. The guts of the matter is in the “acceptance of a role” as
this can be measured. If this is not a public role, like in the one we made in the
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“Beneficiary’s Office” where we promoted our government sponsorship, then what is
it? If this is not a public role that we the public have indeed, a great deal invested in
both financially and socially, then what is it?
That our democratic institutions may be accused of pro-democratic propaganda by
admitting that they are paid to stand publicly on the TPPA, hungry kids, state housing,
and even education itself, is that not a reason for celebrating a functioning transparent
University? Is an artist’s immature embarrassment that s/he has a day job really worth
our collective theft of community leadership? And what of the standards of
transparency that ought to encourage if not guarantee participation in the
maintenance of a democracy, in the maintenance of authority based on scholarships
reasoned routine and public debate? Why can’t we just ask them to do the job,
emotionally inflated or deflated? Do we employ those who can do the job, or just those
good at keeping the racket in play?
Harsh? The best defence is a strong offense. Why are our Arts struggling to survive?
There is no sense in that! The Art Market proves to be beyond any global recession and
book sales have never been higher. Yet looking, listening to our departments you’d
think there was a permanent funeral going on. And just what has died? Because
something has, there’s a massive stink. Let’s take for example; The University of
Auckland Fine Arts academic staff. Professor Michael Parekowhai, and Associate
Professors Nuala Gregory, Gavin Hipkins, Megan Jenkinson, Peter Robinson. Senior
Lecturers Jon Bywater, Joyce Campbell, James Cousins, Lisa Crowley, Lucille Holmes,
Simon Ingram, Fiona Jack, Sean Kerr, Alexandra Monteith, p. mule, Allan Smith, Jim
Speers, Ruth Watson, Tara Winters.
Now some of these people make commodities traded in an exclusive market where
access and commercial legitimacy are closely guarded secrets. But basically to enter
you need money, money to invest in time or materials to get you a commodity that will
be accepted. It’s near impossible for contemporary artists to sell enough to live on in
NZ, given our small population, so it’s no surprise that a great deal of our most
successful artists are those that work for our Universities. That these people enjoy a
level of investment (as in very-respectable salaries) that separates them from the herd
is their privilege.
But what I have been trying for the last four years to set alight is that we are, for
example, paying Auckland University Fine Arts faculty member Prof. Michael
Parekowhai, a million dollars, for himself and his dealer, for his works. Between his
salary and his sales to our National Museum, surely our investment should see some
seriously visible strings attached, like the promotion of his role and place of
employment. As for example, an inventor who works for a company like 3M, who
receives a salary, if they were to uniquely profit from doing their job, you would need
to distinguish such an event, from their employment. The importance of ‘who owns
what’ when it comes to the authority entrusted in our public institutions, the visibility
of that sponsorship and responsibility behind the Academic artists’ commodity, is
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staggering. And as a symbol, enormously powerful.

Facebook Poster, Tao Wells. 2015

If I may continue to use Prof. Parekowhai as an example, both of us compete in the
same art market (I may be delusional), but currently he doesn’t promote his academic
sponsorship. And for me that’s like putting a can of coke on the supermarket shelf next
to someone’s home made brew (like me) and promoting that they are the same; have
the same ingredients, same distribution networks, same access to public advertising.
If the customer isn’t told that they are different, that the label appear to just say ‘coke’,
how is this any different from a Fine Arts employee saying that they are just an “Artist”.
They may be artists, but they are not independent and are in fact involved in an
extremely important job of creating the frames for how we interpret reality. I pick on
the Parekowhai example, when all Fine Arts Academics are involved in this, because
his work, in my opinion, and its popular appeal, could actually begin to do the job that
it appears to desire to do, on the widest range of us living, if it owned up to its heavy
ropes of responsibility and promoted its maker’s tax funded job. The stink would be
high but so too would be the conversation. Deep it would go into the hearts of what
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and where things matter. Roots would begin to grow. Vacuum’s, blown open.
Conclusion
Out here on the edge of poverty it’s amazing how quickly a shrill voice in distress loses
interest. The squeaky wheel gets the grease? Not recently. Instead of being the centre
of a bread and butter democracy if feels that a better society no longer seems the point
when criticism, the fuel of democracy, is defined by capitalism, dominated and
demoted to merely complaining. The hypnotic chanting of the resource war and all the
other wars perpetuated, legitimise the ‘get for yourself before the getting’s all gone’
backdrop of tragedy used to steer criticism into an irrelevant, ‘not as important as the
war at hand’ pile. What keeps me going are pictures of people in openly declared war
zones, continuing to live their principles. Going to school, getting the groceries, visiting
a vulnerable neighbour. If they can, so can I.
If our artists are allowed to continue to not publicly accept the role they are being paid
for, if this vulnerability is not given the chance to be seen and engaged, as a source of
support and strength in our communities – what are we left exposed to? What are we
over run with? What is really being taught? Where is the strength that we are paying
for? Paid for, 26 years and counting.
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